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Abstract: 
Visual merchandising is the practice in the retail industry of developing floor plans and three-

dimensional displays in order to maximize sales. Both goods and services can be displayed to 

highlight their features and benefits.1 The purpose of such visual merchandising is to attract, 

engage, and motivate the customer towards making a purchase. Visual merchandising 

commonly occurs in retail spaces such as stores. 2 (Page 6) 

Creating and maintaining a store’s visual merchandising plan, however, is not a simple task. It 

is necessary to continually determine what the customer sees. This evaluation from the 

customer’s perspective should start on the exterior and work completely through the interior of 

the store. 

Eighty percent of our impressions are created by sight; that is why one picture is worth a 

thousand words. Each customer has a mental image of a store and its merchandise. A store 

should have an inviting appearance that makes the customer feel comfortable and yet eager to 

buy. 

Some businesses maintain a minimum staff to reduce  costs, which means it is even more 

important for the  merchandise to sell itself. Greater effort must be spent on  merchandise 

displays that make it easier for the customer to find and purchase the items they want or need. 

The basic objective for visual merchandising is a desire  to attract customers to a place of 

business in order to sell  the merchandise. Visual merchandising is offered to the  customer 

through exterior and interior presentation. Each  should be coordinated with the other using the 

store’s  overall theme; however, it is not a simple task yet it is  necessary to continually determine 

what the customer sees. 
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Introduction: 
When walking into a typical retail store, you'll likely notice tidy, curated products displays that 

visually highlight their items for sale. Those products aren't arranged that way by accident—

the merchant is using visual merchandising best practices to help the products sell themselves. 

Essentially, a commercial space has to be the most productive and most efficient factor in selling 

more products, and visual merchandising employs the art of optimizing a retail store and 

product displays for maximum revenue. The discipline requires a sense of aesthetic, but it's also 
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a science—visual merchandising is a tried-and-true strategy with results you can replicate in a 

retail space.  

However, it's also important to recognize that the field of visual merchandising encompasses a 

lot of distinctive retail design topics. Best practices cover everything from creating effective 

window displays to the eye of prospective customers, to the signage you put up 

and your store layout, and much more. 

 

Figure 1 - Connection of Visual Merchandising, Image and Sales Performance. 

 

Research Problem: 
Some products displayed in commercial spaces do not get enough visual attention from the 

customers. 

 

Research Goal: 
Finding new approaches regarding product display that are more visually attractive to 

customers.  

Research Methodology: 
Analytical, Descriptive Method. 

1. Exterior Presentation: 
The quality of a store facade is a major determinant for a customer, particularly a new customer, 

and should not be underestimated. The exterior appearance of one store, a block of businesses 

or a cluster, silently announces what customers can expect inside. Good exterior visual 

merchandising attracts attention, creates interest and invites the customer into the business. The 

exterior presentation can offer a conservative, progressive, lavish or discount image to the 

customer. 

How a store visually welcomes customers has a lot to do with whether or not they enter the 

store. Although good prices and positive advertising through good reputation is important, it is 

hard to overcome the negative image of a poor store exterior.3(Page 4) 

1.1- Exterior Signs: 
A sign is a silent salesperson, and part of a shopper’s first impression of a store. In less than 10 

seconds the sign must attract attention, indicate what type of business this is, and what it has to 

sell. An effective sign will communicate what type of business is being conducted. 

1.1.1- Exterior Signs Roles & Requirements: 

Off-premise signs provide information and direction, especially for travelers and new residents. 

Signs can also help effectively communicate a poor location.  

The lettering should be large enough to read from 200 feet, which is the distance required to 

stop a car traveling 40 miles per hour. Signs with 8-inch letters can be read from a distance up 

to 250 feet. A car traveling 55 miles per hour needs about 400 feet to stop. A sign requires 12-

inch lettering to be read at that distance. 

https://www.shopify.com/retail/120058947-a-fool-proof-guide-to-creating-window-displays-that-turn-heads-and-drive-foot-traffic
https://www.shopify.com/retail/120058947-a-fool-proof-guide-to-creating-window-displays-that-turn-heads-and-drive-foot-traffic
https://www.shopify.com/retail/120058499-5-types-of-signage-no-retailer-can-afford-to-ignore
https://www.shopify.com/retail/the-ultimate-guide-to-retail-store-layouts
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1.1.2- Target Group: 

A sign’s design conveys a great deal about the business inside. A stark design and limited 

materials may suggest discount prices and no frills. Elegant and expensive sign materials may 

suggest luxury goods and services. Signs may also be used to target a specific market segment 

such as youth, women, senior citizens, singles, etc. 4 (Page 102) 

 
Figure 2, 3 - An example for a high end sign for the Louis Vuitton brand vs. a regular one for the brand 

American Apparel. 

1.2- Walks & Entries: 

Approximately 75 percent of first time customers remember a store’s entrance, which provides 

the first and last view of the store’s interior. Picture walking up to an expanse of wall whose 

flat surface is pierced only by a plain glass door, as opposed to the protective feeling offered by 

walking under a porch or canopy. 

A properly designed canopy or porch not only protects the customer in bad weather, but can 

add to the aesthetics of the building. When adding an entryway, be sure it is designed to blend 

or be consistent with the architecture of the building. 

A cluttered entryway causes shoppers to indefinitely postpone entering a store, while an 

attractive, well designed entrance is more inviting to the customer. Entrances that allow 

shoppers to come into a store without being aware of their entering, is also becoming more 

popular. An example is a v-shaped window display that funnels window brings shopping traffic 

into the store. 2 (Page 6) 

 

Figure 4 - A store front with a canopy and a V-shaped entrance is considered to be welcoming to 

customers and of good aesthetic value. 
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1.2.1- Window Displays: 

Special emphasis should be placed on a store’s window displays because they are the 

information link to the potential customer. Window displays can be as important, if not more 

important, than advertising. As many as one in every four sales could be the result of a good 

window display. 

The different elements of the window display directly convey a range of store-related as well 

as product category-related information.  

Prior applications of cue utilization theory in the retail context suggest that consumers are likely 

to use these different elements, separately or in combination, as informational cues to make 

inferences about the product category and the store. 

 

These disparate types of meanings can be characterized along two continuous dimensions: 

1.2.1.1- The Primary Dimension: 

The primary dimension reflects the substantive nature of the information. On one hand, the 

information can relate primarily to the retailer (e.g., retailer image). Alternately, consumers may 

use the window displays to obtain information about the product category (e.g., the latest 

trends/innovations). 

1.2.1.2- The Secondary Dimension: 

Captures the extent to which the information is directly evident from the window displays the 

information is directly evident from the window displays. 

Along this dimension, information can either be observed or inferred. Observed information 

is obtained as it is from the window (e.g. promotional announcements) whereas inferred 

information (e.g. retailer image) refers to meanings generated on the bases of relevant 

informational cues (i.e. those with high predictive and confidence values. Next, we discuss these 

dimensions in detail.5 (page 278) 

 
Figure 5 - Dimensions of information acquired from window displays 

 

Window displays are more successful when a dominate theme is carried throughout the display, 

regardless of whether the featured products are fashion-oriented, institutional or promotional in 

nature. 
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Suggested window treatments that have proven to be successful include: 

- A single object against seamless paper. 

- Merchandise displayed as it would be utilized in a realistic setting. 

- A theatrical setting using fantasy and drama. 

- Straight merchandise glamorized with props. 

- Animation, such as in holiday windows that draws crowds of shoppers. 

- The use of sculpture, paintings or art objects for a touch of class. 

- Media tie-ins, with current area activities, films, stars or best-selling books.3 (Page 9) 
 

1.2.2- Display Design & Fixtures: 

1.2.2.1- Arena Principle for Display: 

This display technique ensures that the entire product range is visible from the front mid-floor 

area close to the entrance right through to the back wall. The customer’s field of vision is 

structured into different layers within the store – from the front / low area (mid-floor) to the 

back / ceiling height area (back wall). Displays according to the arena principle can be used in 

shop-in-shops, large stores and in department stores. 

If the arena principle is respected, the customer can spot the product ranges displayed at each 

level, right to the back of the store, from the main pathway. It gives the customer a good 

overview and draws him/her into the store. 
 

1.2.2.2- Layers within the store interior: 

- Height of furniture directly next to the main pathway: 1.00 to 1.20 meters. 

- Height of furniture in the center: 1.40 to 1.60 meters. 

- Back wall elements: up to 2.60 meters in height. 

Table displays and tiered tables are ideal for displaying folded and standing items at the front 

of the store. People generally find tables very inviting and they serve as a focal attraction for 

assorted product displays and decorative elements. 

Stands and gondolas for hanging and, in some cases, folded merchandise are used in the center 

of the store. They can also be used selectively for promotional displays in addition to tables. 

The back wall display is also visible above medium height stands and gondolas. The top zone 

is ideal for informative and decorative elements with a long range effect; it provides information 

on the type of merchandise on display, and entices customers to the rear of the store.6 (Page 58, 59) 

 
Figure 6, 7 – Top & isometric views for the Arena Principle showing the 3 different layers’ heights and 

their relation to the customer inside the retail space. 
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1.2.2.3- Types of Display Fixtures: 

A- Wall Display: 

Walls in commercial interiors are one of the most important display areas for the sale of 

merchandise. They play a decisive role in a store’s/brand’s image. Walls are generally used 

intensively for display purposes. Only in the premium segment is a small quantity of 

merchandise used to express exclusivity. Back walls should be divided into zones with 

individual themes. This creates an overview and facilitates customer navigation. Shelves and 

hanging rails at identical heights express serenity and orderliness, whilst offset heights create 

excitement. 

The back wall can be divided into three functional zones: 

I. The Top Zone: 

It is used for information purposes. As this zone is visible above mid-floor elements, the 

consumer can see what can be found on the wall or in this department. The area should therefore 

be used for department/brand labeling, for image/brand photos or decorative purposes. 

Attractive pictures and interesting decorative elements have a magnetic effect, drawing 

customers to the distant back wall. Good lighting in this wall section is, therefore, also 

particularly important. 

II. The Middle Zone: 

It shows the merchandise theme. The merchandise display is already identifiable as the 

consumer approaches – this is decisive when it comes to inciting consumers to look and linger. 

The type, shape, color and material of the item must be visible. With textiles, front displays and 

folded items have a stronger and more appealing effect than side hanging displays; items are 

more easily identifiable and distinguishable in this manner. Identical items (in different sizes) 

should be hung one behind the other or placed on top of each other. It is also essential that items 

in the middle zone are hung at an accessible height to guarantee self-service. 

III.The Bottom Zone: 

Large quantities of merchandise can be displayed in the bottom zone. This zone is often only 

visible directly in front of the wall when intensive use is made of the surface. Here the consumer 

can choose from different models, versions, sizes and prices. Side hanging displays are a space-

saving option in the textile sector, enabling the display of a large quantity of merchandise and 

conveying the impression of an extensive choice. Varied merchandising techniques should 

however be used. Alternating between front and side hanging displays, between different items 

and colors demonstrates choice and variety, inciting curiosity and avoiding boredom. 
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Figure 8 - Wall display zones chart showing different heights for different displayed items 

 

B- Mid-Floor Display: 

The mid-floor area should be designed to match the style and shape of the wall units. The 

merchandise display in mid-floor should blend in perfectly with that of the wall display and the 

prevailing colors and theme. Various display units are available to enable effective use of the 

mid-floor sales area. Display tables, stand systems and gondolas are the traditional display units 

most commonly used in mid-floor. 

 

 

I. Display Tables: 

Display tables always appear attractive and inviting – a presentation table is no different. 

Whether it features a luxury display or low-cost promotional items: a table rarely goes ignored. 

Assorted items can be arranged according to themes. Tables of different sizes or special tiered 

tables can create a rich variety of displays. Tiers are ideal for different sizes, colors or models. 

Busts and interesting flat displays increase the customer’s attention. Presentations on table 

stands (e.g. small items such as accessories) highlight the merchandise and give it greater 

exposure. 

 
Figure 9, 10 - Tiered Table & Standard Display Table 
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II. Display Stands:  

Display stands come in various shapes and sizes. Round stands can carry large quantities of 

merchandise but only in side hanging displays, which reveal little of the style and shape of the 

garments. It is therefore mainly reserved for special sale offers or the latest seasonal goods. 

Other versions are single stands and bars (also double bars) – these are simple, straight stands 

which display garments in one or two directions. 

 
Figure 11, 12 – Single Stand & Bar Stand 

 

Cross stands or waterfall stands are also available and present merchandise at a 90° angle in all 

four directions. Depending on the stand version, extension arms can be extended in fixed 

increments or on a continuous basis. Thanks to this range of heights, they can support a variety 

of different sized items in an exciting display. Whatever the type of stand, it can present style 

and color themes, combinations of product ranges or simply the same item in different sizes and 

colors. Hanging several identical items side by side in ascending size order guarantees orderly 

presentation. Sign holders can be placed in the center or on uprights for information or 

decoration. 
 

III. Gondolas: 

Gondolas are larger mid-floor units which can carry merchandise on two or three sides. Wooden 

or glass partitions are used to create a better optical separation. Folded items usually feature 

alongside front or side-hanging merchandise, so that a complete theme can be displayed 

including accessories. Colors are aligned in horizontal or vertical blocks to create a harmonious 

overall visual effect.7 (Page 8-13) 

 
Figure 13, – Gondola units with shelving and hanging options 
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Conclusion: 

1- Visual merchandising is the practice in the retail industry of developing floor plans and 

three-dimensional displays in order to maximize sales. 

2- How a store visually welcomes customers has a lot to do with whether or not they enter the 

store. 

3- An exterior sign is a silent salesperson, and part of a shopper’s first impression of a store. 

In less than 10 seconds the sign must attract attention, tell who the business is and what it has 

to sell. 

4- Window displays are the information link to the potential customer. As many as one in every 

four sales could be the result of a good window display. 
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